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It is well known that particle transport process 
consists of series of stochastic processes of 
collision (interaction) and free streaming[!]. The 
diffusion and streaming processes may, res-
pectively, corresponds to the discrete and 
continuous eigenvalues of a transport equation[2]. 
The anomalous plasma diffusivity is frequently 
evaluated by the simple f~ula 
D_1_ = y /~ (1) 
where y is the growth rate of particular instability 
and kL is the perpendicular wave number of the 
mode. This relation has been derived from the 
saturation condition of the non-linear growth rate 
YNL =v-D.1.kf =0. This relation may also be 
derived from the first order perturbation of 
diffusion equation (:t -v_~_o_~_v_~_ )N = o (2) 
Equation ( 1) may, therefore, indicate the diffusion 
process due to random walk of plasma with the 
step size k:i-1 in time scale y-1. 
The diffusivity coefficient DJ.may also be derived 
from the cross field plsama flux 
f_1_ = J cfv{vxf) = - D_1_ v _1_N (3) 
If the radial velocity is given by the scalar potential 
perturbation: v x=ike~' applying the gyro kinetic 
N 
solution for f, the real flux may be evaluated in 
term of the growth rate y=Imw0 for the rn-mode 
derived from the dispersion relation 
1 +.!-Jd3v w-W*T Jl:. (a) J:N=O (4) 
T w-wn-Wt o 
where all notations are standard and w0 is the 
discrete time eigenvalue of the lli-mode instability. 
Since the dispersion relation is derived from the 
neutrality condition, ni=ne, and since the flux (3) 
is proportional to the density perturbation n, the 
cross field ion flux r i obtained from the discrete 
time eigenvalue w0 through eq.(4) becomes auto-
matically equal to the electron flux, r i=f e· In the 
case of the lli-mode instability, due to the 
frequency range, the nonabiabatic electron effect in 
fe has been neglected, which reduces to r e=O. 
That is why the ion flux r i vanishes instead of the 
large growth rate, y~w*. This fact (D...L. =0) also 
indicates that eq.(l) is not applicable to the fit 
mode with the adiabatic electron model. Although 
particle fluxes vanish in the Tlj-mode, the heat flux 
X.t does not because it is not directly connected to 
the neutrality condition. In the case of the trapped 
electron mode(TEM), the electron flux f e due to 
the TEM growth rate( discrete eigenvalue) does not 
vanish, and reduces to the formula ( 1) when 
w~w*>>y[3]. For particle diffusivity, therefore, 
the formula ( 1) may apply for only limitted 
situations. The formula may rather apply for an 
approximate heat diffusivity XJ... 
The cross field flux (3) is also evaluated by the 
test particle model assuming the power spectrum 
1~12k,w of background turbulence is given[4]. The 
source of fluctuations 14>12k w may be certain 
' instability and/or subcritical turbulence or 
nonlinear chaos. The real flux...,r in this case is 
given by the imaginary part in f due to the wave-
particle resonance continuum. The wave-particle 
resonance continuum in the complex w-plane 
corresponds to the continuous eigenvalue of the 
Vlasov equation[2]. The continuum occupies 
different region depending on the kind of 
resonance. As long as the power specrum 1~12k,w 
is given, the continuum contribution to the flux r 
is independently evaluated from the existence of 
the linear instability. In the TJi-mode situation, for 
example, the ion flux due to the curvature drift 
resonace has approximately been evaluated[ 4] : 
r c~ 1 ( N' B') ri=~nNL 1-f- --+3-
k B W8 N B 
where the force term B'/B, which comes from the 
curvature drift effect, is a new term. In the test 
particle model, the ion and electron fluxes are 
independently evaluated. The ambipolar condition 
yields fi=f e , which may set a restriction on the 
functional form on the power spectrum 1Ee 12. 
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